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The recovery of the Ukrainian economy is to be done from the perspective of EU-UA integration and 

based on the Strategy for Business Recovery for business entities of all organizational and legal forms, 

regardless of the form and structure of ownership. 
 

The Strategy for Business Recovery includes guidelines for the development within its sectoral 

(agricultural sector, food industry, defense sector, energy, transport, construction, creative industries, 

medicine, recreation, etc.) (common to all sectors digitalization, ESG standards, energy efficiency, taxes, 

financial markets, conditions for the functioning of small and medium-sized businesses, cooperation, 

clustering, etc.) and horizontal components. 
 

The Rebuild Business Joint Platform serves as a tool for the implementation of the Strategy for 

Business Recovery. It operates on the site of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Ukraine 

(UCCI). 
 

The initiative of the platform originates from the round table «Rebuild Ukraine Facility: how the 

cooperation among the state, civil society and business is to look like?» organized by PO ‘Analysis 

Centre of Agrarian Union of Ukraine’ (PO Ac AUU) supported through the EaP Civil Society Forum 

Re-granting Scheme and held in the UCCI November 11, 2022. Then on January 30, 2023 Larisa 

Starikova, the PO AC AUU head of the board and Andrii Zablovsky, secretary of the Council of 

Entrepreneurs at the Cabinet of Ministers established the ‘Rebuild Ukraine’ Viber group, where current 

information on directions, mechanisms and methods of post-war reconstruction of Ukraine was 

concentrated. At the stage of full functioning of the platform, this tool should be preserved and 

transformed into the News section. 
 

The mission of the Rebuild Business Joint Platform is to provide free communication between the 

business presented in the format of variously formed projects and/or their packages (Projects) and 

providers of funds and other resources (Resources). Communication between providers and receivers 

of resources is direct and free from any artificial or additional barriers. Due to direct communication 

between owners of resources and their recipients the system is free from corruption and undemocratic 

decision-making, including distributing annexed resources of the Russian Federation. 
 

Information on resources for business recovery is contained in the database of providers, structured 

according to their types (states, annexed assets of the Russian Federation, investment funds, donations, 

private business, etc.). Information on domestic business recovery projects is contained in the database 

of projects (projects of individual business entities, their consortia, clusters, cooperatives, project 

packages of business associations, of local self-government organizations, etc.). The platform also 

contains links to institutions accumulating packages of the business recovery projects (Governmental 

Recovery Plan of Ukraine, the DREAM system, etc.) 
 

To make communication between business and providers of resources professional and successful, the 

Rebuild Business Joint Platform is immersed into infrastructure of a number of agencies accumulating 

professional services on a market base: 
 

• Project Bureau accumulating services to assist businesses to develop recovery projects in 

accordance with EU and international standards and practices 

• Translation Agency presenting a market of translation services 

• Property Assessment Bureau exposing services of authorized entities regarding the assessment 

of losses and available business assets 

• Legal Chamber presenting a range of legal services from documenting the right of claim to 

drafting the investment contracts 

• Audit Chamber accumulating services on the due diligence, independent accounting reports etc. 

• Implementation Monitoring Agency concentrating services related to independent monitoring 

and assessment of project implementation, delivering independent consumer examinations 

• Education Agency accumulating training services on a range of issues concerning development 

and implementation of business recovery projects (project management, compliance with international 

standards, etc.) 


